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Arborg-based Wave artists offer virtual studio tours
other Wave artists’ studios, he said
The Wave Interlake artists group put he’s met a lot of artists virtually.
together a virtual studio tour recently
“I haven’t been to their studios.
after COVID-19 cancelled the public That’s what I plan to do when this is
tours they hold every June and Sep- all over,” he said.“It has certainly been
tember.
nice to become part of this group.”
Several artists participated in short
He said the video he made with the
videos at their studio, introducing the Wave has resulted in people reaching
public to their unique artwork and in out to him about his artwork.
some cases, showcasing their techMaryniuk also participated in a
niques. The videos were uploaded to video for the Wave to showcase his
YouTube.
artwork, which includes sculptures,
Arborg-area artists Jerry Maryniuk paintings, pottery and wall murals
and Greg Palsson are the newest art- to name a few. Many of his works inists to join the Wave
corporate natural maand never had a
terials such as gourds,
chance to get their
wood and rock and has
first studio tour off
many humourous elethe ground after
“I’M WORKING ON ments.
COVID-19
spread
“I’m working on some
throughout
the
SOME TROLLS THAT trolls that are in jail.
province, including
I’ve got them in the kiln
ARE IN JAIL. I’VE
the Interlake.
right now and they’ll be
Maryniuk is a
GOT THEM IN THE painted,” said Marynimulti-disciplinary
uk. “I’ll get about a dozKILN RIGHT NOW
artist who specialen done this winter and
izes in gourd art
I’m also working on my
AND THEY’LL BE
while Palsson spesecond book.”
cializes in carving
Maryniuk, a former
PAINTED,”
bird sculptures from
forensic police officer
wood.
who wrote a humour“I’ve been doing carving for a long ous book titled Snowbird Sketches, has
time. For 35 years I’ve been trying to a large gourd patch that comes into
perfect what I do and I always feel bloom in September. Some of them
there’s room for improvement and grow up to five feet long. After drying
to keep trying things,” said Palsson, a them, he turns them into works of art.
former school teacher. “I just finished
Although COVID has stopped him
carving an Atlantic puffin, which I’ve from throwing open his studio this
never done before, to do something summer, Maryniuk has taken the opdifferent from birds of prey and game portunity to work on new creations.
birds. It’s always nice to stretch your“We’ll have a hell of a tour next year
self and try something new.”
with the amount of stuff I’ll be generDuring the pandemic, Palsson said ating,” he said.
he’s been doing a lot of wood carving
To view artists’ biographies and vidnow that there’s less social contact. eos, visit the Wave Artists’ Studio Tour
Although he hasn’t been able to visit at www.watchthewave.ca.

By Patricia Barrett

Jerry Maryniuk in his gourd garden
in August.
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Greg Palsson painting one of his
bird sculptures.

Jerry Maryniuk’s sculptures of trolls and stunning
artwork out of dried gourds.

> BREASTCHECK, FROM PG. 12
hard skin that feels different from the
rest of the breast; and a new lump.
“It is the No. 1 procedure to detect
breast cancer before we have any
breast symptoms,” said Bumstead.
To mark the contributions MRTs
make to the medical profession, the
Manitoba Association of Medical Radiation Technologists is gearing up to
celebrate MRT Week from Nov. 8 to
14. The event will include an annual
general meeting, which will be held
virtually, and awards.
The week also allows technologists
to show pride in their profession and
educate the general public about
what they do.
“The fact that technologists are
working on the frontlines during COVID is a key thing, and we’re proud of
them,” said the association’s executive

director Salin Guttormsson.
There are four distinct but related
career specialities that fall under the
MRT banner, she said. They are radiological technologists who take X-rays
(that includes mammographers such
as Bumstead), MRI [magnetic resonance imaging] technologists, nuclear
medicine technologists who do bone
scans, and radiation therapists who
carry out cancer treatments.
“MRTs have specific scientific
knowledge and they’re also very caring and compassionate,” said Guttormsson. “They’re dealing with people who are hurt, ill or need radiation
treatment.”
To book an appointment for a mammogram, call BreastCheck at 1-855952-4325 (1-855-95-CHECK).
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Greg
Palsson
carves birds with
great attention to
detail.

